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Best ice-
cream in 
Senegal ? 

01/2018 
 

   

SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS: EXAMPLE ICE-CREAM PRODUCTION  MONICA GELATI, SALY (SENEGAL) 

Monica Gelati is probably one of the best ice-cream places 

in Senegal, based in the tourist area of Saly at the 

beautiful Senegalese coast. Its ice-cream has the 

reputation of being excellent – in spite of a sometimes 

poor local water quality. 

Kwatee water purification system 

After analyzing the water and finding bacteria and lots of 

limescale, Kwatee installed a multi stage filtration system. 

It removes all unwanted components such as lime, 

particles, off-flavors such as chlorine and organic 

compounds and adds Magnesium to the water for a rich 

and smooth taste of the original Italian ice-cream. 

Soft water for Italian ice-cream 

Monica Gelati uses only best Italian products, the ice-

cream is produces in Italian machinery. Therefore, with 

the move from Dakar to Saly, a water treatment system 

was installed in December 2017. Now the quality of the 

ice-cream is independent of the water quality, because it 

is always the same purified excellent drinking water. 

Technology 

Kwatee has a wide range of products, from filters for 

houses, hotels, restaurants up to desalination plants for 

villages etc. In this case for Monica Gelati a combination 

of water softener and ultrafiltration system was installed. 

 

HIGHLY PURIFIED DRINKING WATER 

 

“Non-stop ice-cream production” 
Important for the owner Mr. Sylla was that the installation was 

done during a time when production is not running. The 

installation went smooth during a weekend break. 

 

„It tastes soooo good …..“ 

Mr. Sylla decided to go for a system that adds also minerals to 

the water using the flavour carrier Magnesium (Mg2+) to achieve 

the full taste of drinks, coffee, tea or cocoa – or ice-cream. 

.FAST FACTS 
 

Water quality improvement  

//,//% 
of all microorganism, bacteria, virus and limescale  

are removed! 

Ice-Cream Taste  

42% 
Improvement of taste according to the owner � 

CONTACT US 

Kwatee Afrique S.U.A.R.L.  

AGORA VDN (Voie de dégagement Nord) Villa 7  

Mermoz, BP 25582 Dakar Fann (Sénégal)  

www.kwatee.sn 

 

Please do not hesitate to contact us : 

77 428 1326 (M. DIALLO)  

ou  

77 866 7324 (M. LACROIX) 
 


